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I. Hypothesis and Value
DEVELOPING HIGH ENERGY 
DENSITY CAPACITIVE ENERGY 
STORAGE
III. ASSEMBLE AND TEST
SUMMARY
BASED ON A NEW THEORY OF DIELECTRICS 
A NOVEL CLASS OF DIELECTRIC MATERIAL, 
SUPERDIELECTRIC MATERIAL (SDM), WAS 
INVENTED.  APPLIED IN MANY FORMS AND 
CONFIGURATIONS, ALWAYS WORKING AS 
PREDICTED. IN THE MOST ADVANCED 
‘FORMAT’ HIGHEST ELECTRIC ENERGY 
DENSITY EVER RECORDED. APPEARS POISED 
TO CHANGE THE ELECTRIC  ENERGY 
STORAGE  PARADIGM.
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RAGONE ‘Off THE’ CHART: or
Goodbye batteries?
V.COMPARE
Best Performance ever.  New results, remarkably, indicate prototype SDM capacitors 
approaching lithium ion battery density.  Our result, >1,800 J/cm3 vs commercial 
supercapacitor of 30 J/cm3.
II. SDM composed of anodized titanium tubes filled with salt 
water.  Achieve super high dielectric values.
POSTULATE:  Materials with unprecedented dielectric constants, 
>105 , so-called super dielectric materials (SDM), comprise any 
solid electrically insulating material filled with a liquid containing 
dissolved  ionic species, such as high surface area silica (e.g. beach 
sand) filled with salt water.
VALUE: Navy requires higher energy density capacitors than any 
now existent to  enable weapon systems such as the rail gun and 
advanced lasers . 
EXPLANATION: Porous electrically insulating solids in which the pores are filled with liquids 
containing an ionic species (such as water with dissolved salt) will have very high dielectric values by 
virtue of the separation of ions in the liquid phase that occurs upon the application of an electric field, 
hence creating  giant dipoles.
I.BACK TO FUTURE:  INCREASING DIELECTRIC 
CONSTANT
Schematic: Ten micron height, salt filled 
tubes between two conductive 
electrodes.
Better Theory Leads to Better Performance
VI.TEST MODEL.  
Excellent fit of data to model.
II. Generate by Anodizing Titanium Metal
Discharge time 500,000  X longer with SDM. 
A&B Super Dielectric Material ‘Outside’  C&D Same, but no SDM
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